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It is further noted that the bounds derived do not depend
on the nature of the noise or on the channel impulse response
for given L, and so will apply generally forequally likely
transmission.
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Abstract-The classical Viterbi decoder recursively fiids the trellis
path (code word) closest to the received data. Given the received data,
the syndrome decoder first forms a syndrome instead. Having found
the syndrome, that only depends on the channel noise, a recursive algorithm like Viterbi’s determines the noise sequence of minimum Hamming weight that can be a possible cause of this syndrome. Given the
estimate of the noise sequence, one derives an estimate of the original
data sequence. The bit error probability of the syndrome decoder is
no different from that of the classical Viterbi decoder. However, for
shortconstraint lengthcodes thesyndromedecoder
can be implemented using a read-only memory (ROM), thus obtaining a considerable saving in hardware. The syndrome decoder has at most as many
path registers as does the Viterbi decoder. There exist convolutional
codes for which thenumber of path registers can be even further
reduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HIS paper extends and generalizes some earlier results [ l ]
T o n syndrome decoding of rate-$ convolutional codes. The
binary code generated by the encoder
of Fig. 1 will again be
usedas anexample throughout the paper.Theadditions
in
Fig. 1 are modulo-2 and all binary sequences
b-l, bo, bl,
are represented as power series b(a) =
b-la-l
bo
bla
-. Theencoderhasconnectionpolynomials
Cl(a) = 1 + a2 and C2(a)= 1 + a + a2.In general, the
encoder outputs are Cl(a)x(a)and C2(a)x(a).The syndrome
z(a) only depends on nl(a) and n2(a),i.e., not on the data
sequence x(&), for
e-,

+

+

+

+

z(a> = C2(4[C1(a)X(4+ n 1 ( 4 1 + cl(a)[Cz(W“) + n 2 ( 4 l

= cz(a)nl(QI)+ C,(a>nz(a).

(1)

Having formedthesyndrome
z(a), Section 111 describesa
recursive algorithmlikeViterbi’s
121 to determinefromthe
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Syndrome former in its base state.

4

Encoding and syndrome forming for a R = code.

syndrome z(a) the noise sequence pair [A1(a),A2(a)]of minimum Hamming weight that canbea possiblecause of this
syndrome.
Given theestimate [A1(a),A2(a)] of the noise sequence
pair, one derives an estimate ;(a) of the original data sequence
X(.)
as follows. For a noncatastrophic code, Cl(a)and C2(a)
are relatively prime.Hence, by Euclid’s algorithm [3] there
exist polynomials Dl(a)and D2(a) such that Dl(a)Cl(a)
D2(a)C2(a)= 1. For the example of Fig. 1, we have &(a) =
1 a, D2(a) = a.We receive the sequence pair

+

+

yi(a) = Ci(a)x(a)+ ni(a),

i = 1,2,

(2)

sequences have been omitted from Fig. 2. For minimum distance decoding we are now presented with the following problem. Given the syndrome z(a), determine the noise pair [Al(&),
h2(a)] of minimum Hamming weight that can be a cause of
this syndrome. Before tackling this problem in Section 111, it
will be necessary to first derive some general properties of the
state diagram of a syndrome former for a binary rate -$convolutional code.
Let v be the number of memory stages of the encoder, i.e.,
v = 2 for the encoder of Fig. 1. The corresponding syndrome
formerof Fig. 2 has 22u = 16 “physicalstates,”wherea
physical state is defined as thecontents S = [sl(a),s2(a)],
where

and form the estimate

Notethat
if the noise sequenceestimate
correct we have

[A1(a),h2(a)]is

yi(a)+ Ai(&) = Ci(a)x(a)+ ni(a) + ?$(a)
= Ci(a)x(a),

i = 1,2,

and, hence

of the 2 v = 4 memory cells of the syndrome former. Thus, at
first sight, the state diagram of the syndrome former appears
more complicated than the state
diagramused to implement
the classical Viterbi decoder [2],that has only 2’ = 4 states.
However, on closer inspection, it turns out that the 22u = 16
physicalstatesof
the syndrome former can be divided into
2’ = 4 equivalence classes or “abstract states,” where any two
physicalstates inthe sameequivalence class give the same
output z(a) irrespective of theinput pair [ n l ( a ) , n z ( a ) ] .In
general, to prove the existence of the 2’, v = 1 , 2 , abstract
states defined above, we need the following definitions. As the
syndrome former is a time invariant circuit we assume without
loss of generality that the stateS is present at time t = 0.
Definition 1: A “zero-equivalent” state is a physical state
with the property that
if the syndrome former is in such a
state, an all-zero input [n1(a),n2(a)]o”
givesrise to an allzero output [z(a)] O m , where [b(a)lklk2indicates that part
of the power series b(a) for which kl =Gexp a < k 2 .
Definition 2: A “base” state Sb = [a-l,sab(a)]is a zeroequivalent state with a single “1” in the rightmost position of
the top register of the syndrome former,see Fig. 2.
A base state can be constructed as follows. Start with the
top and bottom registers of the syndrome former, Fig. 2, all
zero. Put a1 intheleftmostpositionofthetop
register.
Assuming that Cl(a)and C2(a) both have a nonzero term of
degree v, we now have to put a 1 in the leftmost position of
the bottom register, as otherwise the corresponding digitof
the syndrome z(a) would differ from zero. Subsequently, shift
the contents of the top and the bottom
register one place to
the right, feeding 0’s into both leftmost positions, respectively.
If the corresponding digit of the syndrome z(a) differs from
zero set the leftmost position of the bottom register equal to
1, thus complementing the corresponding syndrome digit, etc.
This process continues until the single 1 in the top register is in
the rightmostposition.The
bottom register nowcontains
e-,

Note that (3) for the estimate ;(a) of the data

sequence

x(a) can be rewritten as

where

and ;(a) equals the right-hand side (RHS) of ( 5 ) with Ai(a)
substituted for ni(a), i = 1, 2. The term in square brackets in
(4) can be computed directly from the received data using very
simple circuitry. As there is no need to distinguishbetween
pairs [A1(a),ri2(a)]and [hl(a),l?2(a)]’
that lead to the same
value for &(a) in (4), the algorithm to be discussed in Section
I11 computes (;(a)directly‘
11. STATE DIAGRAM
In Fig. 2 wehave redrawn thesyndromeformer of our
example. As, according to (l), thesyndrome
z(a) only
depends onthe noise pair [nl(a).n2(a)],
all otherbinary
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szb(a). It is clear that the above construction leads to a unique

G3
01;l

result. This base state Sb is indicated in the example of Fig. 2.
However, there mightconceivablybe
anotherconstruction
leading to a different base state. The following theorem shows
that this is not the case.
Theorem 1: The base state Sb = [a-l,sZb(a)]is unique.
Proof: Suppose there are two base states Slb and SZb.
0O;l
These base states are zero-equivalent states, hence, so is their
sum S = S1
S2b . But as the sum of two base states the
“1;O
physical state S has all zeros in the top register of the syndrome former
As C,(a) hasa nonzero term of degree Y , the only zeroequivalent state with the top register contents all zero is the
0
,’
0
all-zerostate.Hence, S is the all-zero state and the physical
states S1 andequal.
S z b are
Q.E.D.
We will now show that there are 2’ equivalence classes of
physical states and that each class has a unique representative
Fig. 3. State diagram of syndrome former.
physical state for which the contents of the top register of the
syndrome former, Fig. 2 , is all zero. It is these representative
states S = [0,s2(a)],to be referred t o as “the states,” that will class, assume two representativestates S1 and S a . The sum
be used in the remainder of the paper.
S1 + S2 oftwo representativestates S1 and S2 within the
Theorem 2: The 2 2 u , v = 1 , 2 , physical states of the syn- sameequivalence
class is azero-equivalent statewithtop
dromeformer,corresponding
to abinaryrate
--$ encoder register contents all zero.This sum state again must be the
with Y memory cells, can be divided into 2’ equivalence classes all-zero state. Hence, S, S2 = 0 or S1 = S 2 , proving that the
or abstract states. Each equivalence class has a unique reprerepresentative state of an equivalence class is unique. Q.E.D.
sentative physical state S = [0,s2(a)] forwhichthe
top
We are nowready, as anexample, to construct the state
register, see Fig. 2, of the syndrome formeris all zero.
diagram, seeFig. 3, of the syndrome former of
Fig. 2. The
Proof: Two physical states were related if they resulted states So = [ O , O ] , SI = [O,a-l], S, = [O,CY-~], and S, =
in the same output z(a) irrespective of the input pair [n,(a), [ 0 , c r 2 + a-l] are representative states with the contents of
n2(a)]. To prove that this relation is an equivalence relation,
the bottom register, Fig. 2, of the syndrome former equal to
we must show that it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
00, 01, 10, and 1 1 , respectively. An input [n1(a),n2(a)]
oo =
Reflexivityandsymmetry
are obvious. To showtransitivity
[OJ] brings us fromstate So to state S1. An input [n,(a),
let S, be related to S2 and S2 be related to S 3 . Since S1 and n2(a)]oo = [1,0] brings us fromstate So to state S’ =
S2 produce the same output z((w), their sum S1 + S2 is a zero[a-l,O], which is not arepresentative physical state.The
equivalent state, as is S2 S 3 . But S1 + S3 = (S,
S2)
representative state in the equivalence class of S’ can be found
(S2 S3). Hence, S1 + S3 is the sum of two zero-equivalent through addition of the base state Sb = [a-1,s2b(a)] , where
states and thus also zero equivalent. In other words, the phys= a-2
01-1 from Fig. 2 . Hence, S’ + Sb = [O,a-2
ical states S1 and S1 + (SI
S 3 ) = S3 producethe same
a-l], i.e., an input [ ~ ~ ~ ( a ) , n=~ [1,0]
( a ) ]brings
~ ~ us from
output z(a) and thus the relation defined above is transitive. state So to state S3 = S’
Sb. In the same fashion [nl(a),
This completes the first partof the proof. Therelation defined n2(a)]0° = [1,1] brings us fromstate So tostate Sa. All
above is an equivalence relation and, hence, divides the set of states in the state diagram of Fig. 3 have now been identified
physicalstates into equivalence classes or abstract states. As and we leave it to the reader to fill in the remaining edges. A
the sum of zero-equivalent states is again zero equivalent, left solid edge in Fig. 3 indicates that the syndrome digit correshifts of the base state Sb can be added to the all zero state to sponding to the particulartransition
is 0, a dashededge
obtain a zero-equivalent state for which the top register has corresponds to a syndrome digit 1. The numbers next to the
anydesired contents.Two zero-equivalentstates SI and S2 edges are the values nl, n 2 ; w . As hasbeenexplainedin
that have the same top register contents are identical,for
Section I, it is the coefficients
w-,, w o , a,, ... of the
their sum S = S1 + S2 is azero-equivalent state with top power series a
(
.
) of ( 5 ) that one is really interestedin. It
register contents all zero.Hence, as shownintheproof
of requires some explanation that the generic value w of these
Theorem 1 , S is the all-zero state and thus S, = S2. In other coefficients can also be indicated next to theedges in Fig. 3.
words,thereare
2’ zero-equivalentstates and, in fact, all
Theorem 3: The value ofthe coefficient
ofthe power
equivalence classes have 2’ members, giving 22v/2u = 2’ series w(a) =
w-,a-1
wo w l a ... defined by ( 5 )
abstract states. As we can add left shifts of thebase state S b to is uniquelydeterminedbythestate
S(k) ofthesyndrome
anyparticularphysical
statewithout leaving its equivalence formerattime
t = k and bythe value ofitsinput
,
class, each equivalence class hasarepresentative
member, k = ..., -1,o, + 1 , ....
called the state S = [0,s2(a)], that has the contents
of the
Proof: As the syndrome former is atime-invariantcirtop register, Fig. 2 , of the syndrome former all zero. To prove cuit, all one must prove is that wo is uniquely determined by
uniqueness of the representative statewithinan equivalence S(0) and [ n l o , n 2 0 ] .Equation ( 5 ) can be rewritten as

+

-

/

e
.
.
,

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

..e,

+

+

+

+
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oo + ( 4 o n 1 o + Dzonzo), As S(1),infact,
(6)

where the prime on Di’(a), i = 1, 2, indicates that a possible
constant
term
Dio has
been
omitted. The
second
term
(Dlonlo
D20n20) on the RHS of (6) is completely determined by the input [n10,n20] to the syndromeformer at time
t = 0. Now if the state S(0) of the syndrome former at time
t = 0 determines [nl(a),n2(a)]
-,-l
and ifdeg &‘(a) < v
and deg D2’(a)< v, then S(0) determines thevalue of the first
term [Dl’(a)nl(a)
D2‘(a)n2(a)] oo on the RHS of (6) and
we are done. Now from Berlekamp [3, p. 271 we know that
there
exist
polynomials
&(a) and D2(a) satisfying
Dl(a)Cl(a)+ D2(a)C2(a)= 1and thusthat deg &(a) <
deg C2(a) and deg &(a) < deg Cl(a).Hence, the degrees of
both Dl’(a) and D2’(a)are less than the common degree v of
Cl(a) and C2(a). However, the state S(0) determines [nl(a),
n2(a)]-,-l
only to within an equivalence class. Itthus
remains to be shown that addition of a zero-equivalent state
S = [s1(a),s2(a)] does not affect the value of [Dl’(a)nl(a)
D2‘(a)n2(a)] o0. Forazero-equivalentstate
we have by
definition

+

+

+

defines [nl(a),n2(a)]to
equivalence class, S( 1) uniquelydetermines

w0 .
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withinsuch an
Q.E.D.

111. ALGORITHM
As the recursive algorithm to be described in this section is
similar to Viterbi’s [2], we can be very brief. For reasons of
clarity the decoding algorithm will be explained using the code
generated by the encoder of Fig. 1 as an example. Fig. 4 representsthe kth section, k =
-1, 0, +1, -, of the trellis
diagram corresponding tothestate
diagram of Fig. 3. The
decodingalgorithm is to find the coefficients
of the power
series w(a) = .*. ~ - ~ a -+l oo a l a + associated with
the path of minimum weight through the trellis diagram. The
pertinent weight is the Hammingweightof the pair [A1(a),
&(a)] associated with the particular
path. As in the Viterbi
algorithm [2] , to find the minimum weight path we associate
a metric with each possible state. The metrics at time t = k can
be computed recursively given the metrics at time t = k - 1.
For the trellis diagram of Fig. 4, the recursion is given by
* * a ,

+

+

Mo(k + 1) =?k min [Mo(k),Ml(k)+ 21

Ml(k

+ 1) =?k

min [M2(k)+ 1,M3(k) + 11

M2(k + 1) =?k min [Mo(k)+ 2,M1(k)]

It now follows that
M3(k

P(a)[Dl’(4Sl ( 4+ D2 ‘(4s2 ( 4
= Dl ‘(a)02’(a)LC2

(a) + C1(+2(QOI .

Ci(a) > deg D2’(a), we have deg P(a) > deg
Dl’(a)D2’(a).
Thus, if [Dl’(a)sl(a)+ D2’(a)s2(a)] had a nonzero term of degree 0, then [C2(a)s1(a)
+ Cl(a)s2(a)] would
have a nonzero term of degree larger than 0. As, according to
(7),thiscannot
be the case it follows that [Dl’(a)sl(a)+
Dz’(a)s2(a)]0 0 = 0.
Q.E.D.
Infact, we even have the strongerresult that all edges
leading to the same state S(k + l), k =
-1,O, +1, -, have
the same value of a k associated with them.
Corollary: .The value of a h , k = ..., -1, 0, +1, -, is
uniquely determined by the value of S(k + 1).
Proofi As the syndrome former is atime-invariantcircuit, all one must prove is that a. is uniquely determined by
the state S( 1) of the syndrome former at time t = 1. According to (6), the value of (30 is uniquely determined by [nl(a),
n2(a)]-,+10 as the degree of both Dl(&)and D2(a) is less
than the common degree v of Cl(a) and C2(a). In fact, we
only need to know [n1(a),122(a)]-,+10 to within an equivalence class. The
proof
is identical the
to
proof
Theorem
of
3,
except that we redefine P(a) of (8), as
e
.
.
,

(10).

min [M2(k)+ 1,M3(k) + 11
min [Mo(k)+ l,Ml(k)+11,(lld)

+zk

(9)

Asdeg

Q(Q) =Dl(a>Cl’(a)+Dp(a>C2’(a).

+ 1) = y k

where Zk is the modulo-2 complement of z k , k =
-1, 0 ,
+1, -. Note that for each value zk = 0 or z k = 1 two arrows
impinge on each ( k + 1)-state. The arrow associated with the
minimum within the relevant pair of square brackets in (1 1)
is called the “survivor.” If both arrows have this property, fhp
a coin to determine the survivor. In the
classical Viterbi [2]
implementation of the algorithm each state Si, j = 0, 1, 2, 3,
hasametricregister
MRj and a pathregister P R j associated
with it. The metric register is used to store the current metric
value Mj(k
1) at time t = k , k =
-1, 0, +1, -, associated with state Sj, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 . The path register PRj [0 :
D - 13 storesthe
U-values associatedwith
thecurrent
sequence of the D most recent survivors leading up to state Sj
at‘ time t = k. The pertinent output is
*-e,

+

;k-D

e-,

= CONTENTS p

where j(k) minimizesMj(k
Mj(tz )(k

~ ~[D ( 1:
~ D) - 11,

+ l), i.e.,

1) = min Mj(k
i

(1 2 4

1).

(12b)

If more than one j satisfies (12b), select j ( k ) arbitrarily among
the candidates. As the algorithm
returns
&k-D
at time t = k,
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TABLE I
METRIC TRANSITIONS

..

tates;

O!

Zk = 0

2.3

New

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2101 10
11

0000

0101
0111

Fig. 4.

kth section of the trellis diagram, k = ..., -1, 0,

k = ..., -1,O, +1,

+ 1, -..

-, the path register length D is also referred

to as the coding delay. The resulting bit error probability Pb
decreases as the coding delay D increases. IncreasingD beyond
5(v
1) does not lead to appreciable further decrease in the
value of Pb. This relation between the bit errorprobability Pb
and the codingdelay D will beelaborated
onfurtherin
Section VI. Thenextsection
is concernedwithapractical
implementation of the syndrome decoder.

+

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
So far, the syndrome decoder has only been of theoretical
interest as apossiblealternativefor
the classical Viterbi
decoder [2]. We will now study a practical implementation
and in the next section make some comparisons as to the relative hardware complexity of these competing decoders.
Using (11) we constructTable I. The firstcolumn just
numbers the rows of the table. Thesecondcolumnlists
all
possible metric combinations Mo(k), Ml(k), M2(k),M3(k) at
time k -1. As only the differences between the metrics of a
quadruple matter, we substract from each member of a quadruple of metrics the minimum value of the quadruple, i.e., all
quadruples of metrics i n TableI have oneormorezeros.
Columns 3 and 4 apply to the case that z k = 0 and columns 5
and 6 to the case that zk = 1. Columns 3 and 5 list the survivors, i.e., the indices of the associated ( k - 1) states, and
columns 4 and6 the new metrics Mo(k + l), Ml(k + l ) ,
M2(k
l), M3(k 1) as given by (1 1).If there is a choice of
survivors, the candidates are placed within parentheses in the
survivor columns.
Table I contains more information than is necessary for the
actual implementation of the syndrome decoder. As explained
in Section 111, knowledge of the survivor leading to each state,
together with the index j, of the minimum within each new
quadruple of metrics, suffices to determine the key sequence
~ ( aof) (5). Hence, we omit the quadruples of metrics from
Table I and store the resulting Table I1 in a read-only memory
(ROM). Theoperation
of the corepartof
thesyndrome
decodercannowbeexplained
using theblock diagram of

+

+

0212
0222
0010
0323
1010
1101
1020
1000

z

= 1

New

Row
Old
NumberSurvivors
Metrics
Survivors
Metrics
Metrics

O ( 2 . 3 ) (2.3)
1
0 2
1

2

0(2,3)
1 (2.3)
0 2
(0.1)
2
0(2,3)(0,1)(2,3)
0 3
1
3
0 2
0
2
0 3
1
3
0 2
1
2
0 3
1
3
0 2
1
2
0(2,3) 1 (2.3)

0101
0111
0212
0222
0323
0101

2
2
2
2

(0,1)310,1)
0101
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
2
0 3 0
2 (0,1)3(0,1)
1101
0323
2
0 3 0
23
1
1101 1
0000
2
10,1)3(0,1)
0212
3
1
1101
12,3)
1
1000
2
1 3 1
1101
0101
2 1 1 3

0111
0000
0010
1010
1020
1101
2101
0212

Fig. 5. Assume that at time k the ROM address register AR
contains (AR) = 7and the ROM data register DRcontains
(DR) = (ROM,7). Note, see Fig. 4 and also the corollary to
Theorem 3, that the U-values to be shifted into PR, [0 :01 ,
PR1 [0 : 01 , PR2 [O : 01 , PR, [0 : 01are 001 1, respectively.
Let zk = 1. Then according to row 7 and column 5 of Table 11,'
or according to the contents(DR) of the DR, replace
P R o [ l : D - 11 +CONTENTSPR2[1:D-

11

PR1 [ l : D - 11 +CONTENTS PR1 [ l : D

11

-

P R Z [ l : D - 11 +CONTENTSPR,[l:D-

11

PR3[1:D- I ] +CONTENTSPRl[l:D-

11.

Therightmostdigit,P~[D-l:D-l],PRl[D-l:D-l],
PR2[D-1:D-1],PR3[D-1:D-11,ofallfourpath
registers is fed to the selector, see Fig. 5, that determines
ShPDaccording to (12a) using as j(k) the entry in row 7 and
column 7, i.e., j m = 2, of Table I1 which can also be found in
the DR. To complete the kth cycle of the syndrome decoder,
set (AR) = 8 and read DR + (ROM,8). The ROM decoder for
the code of Fig. 1 has been realized in hardware using path
registers of length D = 11. The experimental results will be
discussed in Section VI.
V. PATH REGISTER SAVINGS
The ROM-implementation of the syndrome decoder as described in Section IV has been realized for the codes listed in
column 2 of Table 111. We will discuss some interesting aspects
of this table. The first row lists several properties of code 1
that was used as an example throughout the earlier part of
the paper. Column 3 lists the number of metric combinations
of the various codes. The classical Viterbi decoder [2] can also
be realized using a ROM in the manner described in Section
IV.However, theViterbi decoderforcode
1 has 31 metric
combinations,whereasthesyndromedecoderhasonly12
metriccombinations.For
the v = 4 codesthisdifference is
evenmorepronounced.Forcodes
2 and 3 the syndrome
decoderhas,respectively,
1686 and 1817metric combinations, whereas the classical Viterbi decoder for either of these
codes has more than 15 000 metric combinations. Note that in
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TABLE I1
CONTENTS OF THE ROM
Zk = 0

Old

ROM
Address

0
O ( 2 . (2,3)
3)
1
1
0 2
1
2 ( 2 , 3 )O
1 (2.3)
3
4

5
6

7
8

9
11
0
11

New
ROM
Address

Survivors

New
ROM
Index j

1
2

1
6

( 0 , 1 )23((00, ,21))
0
2
(0,1.2.3)
2
(1,2,3)
2

8
0
8

I

I

I

( 0 ,21 ) 3 ( 0 , 1 )
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0

0
0

4

6

I

Survivors
Address
Index

(0,2)
0
0

2

3

( 00. 1 ) 2
2
0 ( 2 , 3 ) ( 0 , l ) (2.3)
0 3 1
3
0 2
0
2
0 3
1
3
0 2
1
2
0 3
1
3
02 2
1
O(2.3)
1 8 (2.3)

Fig. 5 .

= 1

z

1
3
3
3
3

2
0
5

0
0
0
0

7
8
9

2
0 3 0
2
1 3 1
2
(0,1)3(0,1)
1
(2,3) 3 1
2
1
3 1
2
1 3 1

I

'

j

8
3
10
3
1

I

I

- 1

&

Block diagram of the core of the syndrome decoder.
TABLE 111
CODES REALIZED
1

polynomials;
0 - t h order r q h t

-1

number of
minimum
distance
metric com. number of patt
binations
registers
I

I
1001 1
11011
10011
10111
10011
11101

12

3

1,686

12

1,817

9

11,304

12

columns 5, 6, and 7 both error events at the free distance and
error events at the free distance plus one are considered. In a
binary comparison with the no-error sequence, an error event
at distance 2k has the same probability of occurrence [4]as an
error event at distance 2k - 1, k = 1, 2 , .-. Thus, in the case
that the free distance is odd, error events at the free distance
plus one should also be considered when comparing codes as
to the bit error probability P b . Studying columns 5, 6, and 7
of Table 111, we observe that as far as the bit error probability
is concerned code 4 is indistinguishable from codes 2 and 3.
However, the syndrome decoderforcode 4 requires 11304
ROM-locations and code 4 is thus, from a complexity point
of view, inferior to codes 2 and 3.
The number of metric combinations increases rapidly with
the constraint length v of the code. Hence, for larger values of
v the size of the ROM in theimplementationaccording to
Section IV soon becomes prohibitive. I n the classical implementation [2] with a metric register anda path registerfor

each state Si,j = 0 , 1,
2' - 1, theViterbi decoder and the
syndrome decoder require roughly the same amount of hardware per state. However, comparing ( l l b ) and (1 Id) for code
1, oneobserves that S1 and S3 have the same metricvalue.
Moreover, selecting the identical survivor in case of a tie, SI
and S3 also have the same path register contents. As far as
metric and path register contents are concerned, the states S1
and S3 are notdistinct. The metric, register and thepath
register of either state S1 or state S3 can be eliminated. Thus,
in the classical implementation with metric registers and path
registers, thesyndrome decoderforcode 1 requiresonlyof
the amount of hardware that the Viterbi decoder requires. We
will prove that, in general, one can eliminate the metric and
path registers of half the odd numbered states,where the state
number of a representative state S = [0,s2(ol)] is the value of
the contents of the bottom register of the syndrome former
interpreted as a binary number, i.e., odd states have s2,-1 =
1.Hence, thesyndrome decoder is atmost
as complex as
-a,
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is the Viterbi decoder. Looking again at Table 111 column 4 we
see that code 1 can be realized with 3 instead of 2’ = 4 path
registers, andthatcodes
2 and 4 canbe realized with12
instead of 2’ = 16 path registers. Code 3 requires even fewer,
i.e., nine instead of 2’ = 16 path registers. We now prove that
the syndrome decoder is, in general, at most $ as complex as
is the Viterbi decoder.
Theorem 4: Theoddnumbered(representative)states
S(1) = [0,s2(a)] andS’(1)
= [0,s2’(a)], where s2’(a) =
s2(a)
a-l have identical
metric
equations,
compare ( l l b ) and ( l l d ) , iff C1,o= C2,o = C1,u = C2,u= 1.
Proof: An oddnumberedstateS(1)
= [0,s2(a)] has
s2,-l = 1. If both connection polynomials Cl(a) and C2(a)
have a nonzero term of degree v, it follows from the construction of the base state Sb that s ~ , - =~ 1.~ Hence, s2’(a) =
s2(a)
~ ~ ~+ (a-la has
) s ~ , - ~=
’ 1, and the requirement
that both S(1) and S’(1) are odd numbered states is consistent.
Consider the following parent states:

+

+

+

= Eo,md41 -u-l

Sb(0) = [o,a-’

+ mZ(a)] -vP1

SC(0) = [O,mz’(a)l -u-l
Sd(0) = [O,a-’

+ mp’(a)] -~-l.

As both Cl(a) and C2(a) have a nonzero term of
degree v,
S,(O) and Sb(0) giverise to complementary syndrome digits,
and so do S,(O) and Sd(0). For an input [n10,n20] = [0,1]
the parent states S,(O) and Sb(0) go into S(1) and the parent
states S,(o) and &(o) go into $(I), and vice versa for an input
[n10,1220] = [1,0] . Assuming that Cl(a) and Cz(a)both have
a nonzero constant term and that [nlo,n20] is either [0,1] or
[1,0] , the syndrome value only depends on the parent state
S(0). Hence, S(1) and S‘(1) have identical equations. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4 proves that the syndrome decoders for the v =
4 codes 2, and
3, 4 in Table 111 can be realized with no more
than 12 instead of 2” = 16 path registers. Column 4 of Table
I11 shows, however, that code 3 requires only 9 instead of 2’ =
16path registers. The following theorem shows howthis
further reduction in hardware can be accomplished.
Theorem 5: One 4-tuple of pairs of odd numbered parent
states gives rise to two pairs of odd numbered states that have
identicalmetricequationsiff
Cl,l= C2,1 and Cl,v-l=
c2.u-1.

Proof: Assume that S,(O), Sb(o), S,(O), and Sd(0) in
theproofofTheorem
4 are oddnumberedstates, i.e.,
=
S Z , - ~ ’ = 1. This can be a consistent requirement if ~ ~ , =
0, and from the construction of the base state Sb it is clear
that s ~ , - =~0 ~iff Cl,u-l
- C2,u-1. If S,(O), Sb(O),S,(o),
&(o) are odd numbered states, then according to Theorem 4
there exists a corresponding 4-tuple of
odd numbered states
S,’(O), Sb’(o), S,‘(O), Sd’(0) such that thecorresponding components of these 4-tuples have identical metrics. According to
Theorem 4, the first 4-tuple S,(O), Sb(o), S,(O), &(o) gives
rise to the states Sp(l) and Sq(l) that have identical metric
equations.Similarly,according
to Theorem 4 the second
4-tuple Sa’@), Sb’(o), S,’(O), Sd’(0) givesrise to the states
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Spf(l) and Sq’(l)that also have identical metric equations. As
the correspondingmembers
of theparent4-tuples
S,(O),
S b ( o ) , Sc(o), Sd(0) and Sa’(o), Sb’(o), S c ’ ( o ) , S d , ( o ) have
identicalmetrics, thefourstates
Sp(l), Sq(l), Spf(l), and
Sq’( 1) have identical metric equations iff corresponding states
in theparent4-tuples giverise to the same syndromedigit.
Forthis to occur it isnecessary thatthe difference S =
[0,s2b(a) a-11 betweencorrespondingstates
is azeroequivalent state. But the base state Sb = [a-1,s2b(a)] is a
zero-equivalent state, hence, S = [ a - l , ~ 2 ~ ( a ) ]+ [a-l,a-l]
iszero-equivalent
a
state
iff
Cl,1 = C2,l.
Q.E.D.
It is easy to verify thatthetwo
4-tUpkS S,(o), Sb(o),
s,(o), &(o) and s,’(o),Sb‘(o), s,’(o), S d ‘ ( 0 ) in Theorem 5
with [n10,1220] equal t o either [O,O] or[1,1] lead to four
even numberedstatesthat
havepairswise-identical
metric
equations.
Corollary: The4-tupleofpairsofoddnumberedparent
states of Theorem 5 gives rise to 4 even numbered states that
have pairswise identical metric equations.
Summarizing, we have the following results. According to
Theorem 4, the odd numbered states have pairswise-identical
metric equations for codes, such as codes 1 , 2 , and 4 of Table
111, with Cl,o = C2,0 = Cl ,u = C2,u= 1. Hence, for such
codes 2’-2, v = 2, 3 , -., metric and path register combinations can be eliminated. This leads to a syndrome decoder of
$ of the hardware complexity of the Viterbi decoder.According to Theorem 5, each4-tupleofpairsofoddnumbered
statesleads to two pairs ofoddnumberedstatesthat
have
identical metric equations for codes, such
as code 3 of Table
111, with Cl,o = C2,0 = C l , u = c 2 . u = 1 and Cl,l=
C2,11C1,u-l = C2,u-1. Hence, for such codes an additional
2’-4, v = 4, 5 , -, metric and path register combinations can
be eliminated. According to the corollary to Theorem 5 , the
4-tuple of pairs of odd numbered states mentioned above also
leads to four even numberedstatesthat
have
pairswiseidentical metric equations. Thisleads to an additional saving of
2.2’-4 metricandpath
register combinations.The
total
savings for codes with Cl,o = C2.0 = C l , u = C2,v
= 1 and
c1.1 = Cz,lCl,v-l
= C2,u-1 is thusequal
to 2’-2 +
3.2’-4, v = 4 , 5 , -. The resulting syndrome decoder has 9/16
of thehardwarecomplexityoftheViterbidecoder.Continuing this series of reductions the ultimate savings in metric
and path register combinations is equal to 2v-2
3.2v-4 +
32.2v-6
[9] , leading to a syndrome decoder of hardware
complexity equa1,to ($fl)’ times the hardware complexity
oftheViterbidecoder.Notethatinorder
to achieve this
ultimate savings in hardware complexity one must put severe
on the encoder. Code 3 of Table 111 still achieves
~ constraints
b
the maximum free distance for constraint length v = 4 codes.
It is quite conceivable, however that in puttingonfurther
constraints on the encoder for larger values of v it is no longer
possible to achieve themaximum
free distance.However,
by only requiring Cl,o = C2.0 = C1,u= C2,u = 1, and Cl,l
=
C ~ J ~ C ~= ,C2,v-l
~ - ~ onealready achieves the reduction of
7/16, as shown above.
Onefinalcomment
is inorder.Thehardwarereduction
with respect to the Viterbi decoder has been equated with the
savings in metric and pathregister combinations. Note that the

+

+

+
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path registers in the snydrome decoder are used to store the
binaryU-values,compare
( 9 , i.e., they are binarystorage
registers just as are the path registers of the Viterbi decoder.
One mightremark thatthepath
registers of thesyndrome
decoder are more complex because each state has fourpossible
parent states instead of two
as in the Viterbi decoder. However, by filling thepath registers serially thisaspecthardly
adds to the complexity.

t
pb

1

I

\

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The solid lines in Fig. 6 give the measured bit error probability P b of code 3 of Table 111 as a function of the transition
probability p of the binary symmetric channel(BSC), for both
a path register length D = 11 and a path register length D =
16. Thedashed line in Fig. 6 is arefinementofVan
De
Meeberg’s [4] of Viterbi’s upper bound on the bit error probability.Thisdashedbound
isvalid for infinite path register
length. We extended Van DeMeeberg’s upper bound to also
apply to finite path register lengths.Thederivation
ofthis
extended bound will be published shortly. The dashed curves
in Fig. 6 give the upper bound on the bit error probability for
both D = 11 and D = 16. It is clear from Fig. 6 that it does
notpay to increasethepath
register lengthmuchbeyond
D = 16.
It appears, so far, that the syndrome decoder
isan interesting (from the hardware point of
view) ,substitute for the
classical Viterbi decoder. In closing, we want to mention two
importantapplicationsofthesyndromedecoderwherethe
classical Viterbi, decoder caqnot be’ used. These applications
are infeedbackcommunications
[5], and in sourcecoding
(data reduction) [ 6 ] . In the next two paragraphs we describe
these uses, both of w@ch have been simulated on the computer, of the syndrome decoder,respectively.
Reference [5] describes a coding strategy for duplex channels that enables one to transfer the hardware or the program
complexityfromthe
passive (receiving) side tothe active
(transmitting) side of the duplex channel. As pointed out in
reference [ S I , this coding strategy can be used to great advantage in a computer network with a star configuration. For the
information flow from the central computer to the satellites
one uses the duplex strategy thus only requiring one complex
one-way decoder at the central facility. For the information
flow fromasatellite
computertowardsthecentral
facility
one uses one-waycoding, againusing thecomplexone-way
decoder at the central computer. One thus saves a number of
complex one-way decoders equal
to the number of satellite
computers in the multiple dialog system (MDS). The duplex
strategy[5]requiresatthe
active (transmitting) side ofthe
duplexchannel an estimateoftheforward
noise nl(a). To
formthisestimate
Al(a), thedata received atthe passive
station are scrambled by a convolutional scrambler C(a) and
sent back to the active station. At the active station one can
nowformtheestimate
using theViterbidecoderforthe
“systematic” convolutional code generated byan encoder with
connection polynomials Cl(a) = 1 , C2(a)= C(a). It is well
knownthat“nonsystematic”convolutionalcodes
are more
powerful than systematic convolutional codes. With our syn-
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drome decoder we are now able to find A1(a) according to a
nonsystematic code. To this end we modify the feedback-free
scrambler C(a) [SI into a feedback scramblerC,(a)/C,(a),see
Fig. 7. Note that z(a) according to Fig. 7 is identical to (1).
Hence, we can use oursyndromedecoder
toobtain &(a).
Fig. 8 gives the feedback scrambler for the convolutional code
generated by the encoder ofFig. 1.
Notethatthesyndromeformer,
Fig. 2 , hastwoinput
sequences nl(a), n2(a) andone
output sequence z(a) =
C2(a)n1(a)+ C1(a)n2(a).Thus, the syndrome former compresses two binary streams nl(a), n2(a)into one stream z(a)
and, hence, achieves a data compression of a factor of 2. The
estimator part of the syndrome decoder can with high probability of being correct recover the original sequences nl(a),
n2(a) given the compressed datasequence z(a). The use of
asyndromedecoderfordatacompressionhas
also been
studied by Massey [6] . In general, to obtain a data compression factor n, n = 2 , 3 , -, one used the syndrome decoder of a
rate -(n - l)/n convolutional code.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

-+

Thispaperconsidersthesyndromedecodingofrate
convolutionalcodes. Table 111 showsthatthenumberof
metric combinations of the syndrome decoder
is small compared to the numberofmetriccombinationsofthecorresponding Viterbi decoder. For the constraint lengthv = 4 code
of row 3 of Table 111, for example, the number of metric combinationswithsyndromedecodingis1817,whereasthe
Viterbidecoderforthis
same code has over 15 000 metric
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Duplex channel with feedback scramblers.

Feedback scrambler with C1(a) = 1 + a2,Cz(01) = 1 + 01

+ 01~.

combinations. This relatively small number of metric combinationsfor
small constraintlengthcodesenablesthe
ROMimplementationofSection
IV, that eliminates the need for
metric registers. For larger constraintlengths,thestorage
requirements of the ROM would become excessive. However,
by putting mild constraints on the encoder it ispossible to
eliminate more than half of the metric and path register combinations. The syndrome decoder of code
3 of Table 111, for
example, only requires nine path registers, whereas the corresponding Viterbi decoder has 2’ = 16 path registers.
Theidea ofsyndromedecodingcanbeextended
to rate
-k/n convolutionalcodes.
Forney [7], [8] describes the
mathematicaltools necessary to find the generalsyndrome
former equations and the equations of the inverse encoder.
Note added in proof: A. W. J. Kolenhaspointed
out
amistake intheproof
of Theorem 3,. i.e., Di‘((Y)C1(cY)+
Dz’(a)Cz(a) = 0 is incorrect.Theproofcanbecorrected
by observing that deg [Cz(a)sl(a) + Cl(a)s2(a)] >
deg [Dl(a)sl(a)+ D 2 ( 4 S 2 ( 4 1 .
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